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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There's a growing sense that Manawatū residents and ratepayers and mana whenua should be given the opportunity to learn more about this proposal, and about pyrolysis and waste-to-energy technologies generally. https://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/news/300427652/manawat-trashtoenergy-plant-needs-public-consultation-says-environmentalisthttps://www.nzherald.co.nz/manawatu-guardian/news/brent-barretts-home-planet-bioplants-feilding-plans-need-public-scrutiny/3WOYYFXHO4ZIO3IJL5HQRYOK2Y/
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Presentation Notes
Because MDC is apparently a partner of the Bioplant company, we feel that the Council needs to take the initiative on this and hold a public information event, because there are a lot of unanswered questions about this proposal.http://www.bioplantenergy.com/about#partners
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Presentation Notes
I use the EU’s definition of pyrolysis as a type of incineration because it involves the thermal treatment or combustion of waste, and the emissions and issues are all similar between the different technologies.‘Directive 2010/75/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 November 2010 on industrial emissions (integrated pollution prevention and control)’, Article 3 (Definitions), 40 & 41: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02010L0075-20110106
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Presentation Notes
At a high level, waste to energy technologies like pyrolysis conflict with waste minimisation goals and directly compete with zero waste and zero carbon opportunities – for example, it’s estimated that for every 1-2 jobs in landfilling and incineration, there are potentially hundreds more jobs in activities like resource recovery, reuse, repair, remanufacturing, composting and so on.https://zerowasteworld.org/zerowastejobs/
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Presentation Notes
Waste to energy incineration is also not part of the circular economy - it's labeled as leakage to be minimised even in the Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s gold standard model. That's because incineration encourages the continued production of waste, destroys valuable and finite resources, and produces greenhouse gases and toxic by-products. Burning resources rather than finding ways to cycle them back through the economy, means we continue to mine and extract and refine natural resources from the earth - and those are some of the most environmentally damaging activities in global industrial economy.
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Presentation Notes
Some people say let’s look to Europe and Scandinavia who lead the world in waste to energy. But Europe has begun to move away from incineration.https://zerowasteeurope.eu/2021/05/wte-incineration-no-place-sustainability-agenda/It’s important to note that there are no examples of Mixed Solid Wwaste pyrolysis like the proposed facility anywhere in Europe. The last one was in Burgau, Germany which was shut down in 2015. So you may wish to ask whether Manawatū wants to be taking a risk at doing something so experimental.
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Countries like Denmark are now backtracking in a big way because incineration is one of the biggest barriers to their climate change goals, and has resulted in Denmark becoming the most wasteful country in Europe per capita.https://www.politico.eu/article/denmark-devilish-waste-trash-energy-incineration-recycling-dilemma/https://www.euronews.com/2018/01/30/why-do-scandinavians-generate-more-waste-than-other-europeans-



Risks to ecological and human health
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Presentation Notes
But a more immediate risk from pyrolysis and other types of incineration is that they produce highly toxic outputs at many stages of the process that can be very harmful to both environmental and human health.It’s often claimed that modern waste to energy facilities don’t produce any pollutants or toxic by products, but this is incorrect. It’s more accurate to say that they simply have better filters and scrubbers that attempt to capture those pollutants. But they do not get rid of them, they actually only concentrate them. And even the most high tech pyrolysis facilities are not 100% effective at preventing pollutants from escaping.
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Presentation Notes
It’s often claimed that modern waste to energy facilities don’t produce any pollutants or toxic by products, but this is incorrect. It’s more accurate to say that they simply have better filters and scrubbers that attempt to capture those pollutants. But they do not get rid of them, they actually only concentrate them. And even the most high tech pyrolysis facilities are not 100% effective at preventing pollutants from escaping.https://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/research/chemical-recycling-status-sustainability-and-environmental-impactshttps://www.no-burn.org/wp-content/uploads/CR-Technical-Assessment_June-2020.pdfhttps://ipen.org/news/plastic-recycling-schemes-generate-high-volumes-hazardous-waste
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Plastics are the main material that this pyrolysis facility will process, but plastics are more harmful than many people think. There are thousands of toxic chemicals that are added to plastics which makes them harmful even in use or when they escape into the environment, but on top of that combusting plastic in a process like pyrolysis actually produces toxic substances that would not otherwise be produced, such as dioxins and others.https://www.ciel.org/plasticandhealth/



IPEN recommends 
that governments:

• phase out the use of hazardous chemicals in 
plastic, including in any new plastics 
treaty agreed by UN countries;

• establish ‘Right to Know’ regulations 
mandating companies to publicly disclose 
toxic additives in products;

• ban the recycling of plastic materials 
containing POPs; and

• refuse permits for pyrolysis plants producing 
fuels, and audit existing chemical recycling 
plants claiming to produce outputs for plastic 
production.

• It also called on companies to stop using 
toxic additives in plastics and to invest in 
plastic-free alternatives whenever possible.
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So all of these harmful persistent organic pollutants build up over time, and have been found to contaminate food produced in areas near plastics pyrolysis facilities, which can lead to increased risk of cancer from ingestion. This is an issue for a food producing region such as the Manawatū.https://ipen.org/news/toxic-chemicals-plastic-waste-poisoning-people-africa-asia-central-and-eastern-europe-latinhttps://chemicalwatch.com/289186/pops-found-in-eggs-near-plastic-waste-facilities-in-14-developing-countrieshttps://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0304389420322123?dgcid=rss_sd_all

https://chemicalwatch.com/254694/chemicals-pollution-disrupting-aquatic-food-chains-ngo-report-concludes


What Bioplant say:
• The outputs from the facility are bio-

diesel, green electricity and biochar. This 
facility will not produce greenhouse gases.

• Electricity 1.8MW (43MWh/day)
• Syn-Diesel: 14,000 Litres / day (EN-590 

Grade)
• Char: 2 tons / day
• 40 Tons per day of sorted plastic waste
• Environmental Benefits: This is equivalent 

to supplying green power to 1,500 homes 
and saving over 25,000 Tons per year of 
GHG emissions from reduced landfill and 
fossil fuel production. This is equivalent to 
taking in excess 5,000 cars off the road

Points to consider:

1. Is the char really bio-char, or is it burnt plastic residue?
2. Is the electricity really “green”, when it is produced by 

burning gases made from plastics containing fossil 
carbon?

3. The inputs contain at most 800 GJ of energy per day, and 
Bioplant say they will export 650 GJ of diesel and 
electricity per day. How is that possible when a lot of 
energy is also required to sort and process the plastic? 

4. How can burning diesel made from plastic, containing 
fossil carbon, be equivalent to taking cars off the road? 

5. How is it possible to not produce greenhouse gases, 
when both the electricity and the diesel are made from 
or contain fossil carbon? The output looks more like 
+20,000 tonnes CO2 per year.

6. How does the plant reduce landfill emissions, when 
landfilled plastic does not produce emissions?

Robert McLachlan
Distinguished Professor, 
School of Fundamental Sciences,
Massey University
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I want to finish by acknowledging that we are indeed facing a waste and landfill crisis and a plastic pollution crisis – but we have to ask whether large-scale W2E incineration like this proposed facility is any better than landfilling. What if we end up stuck with another harmful and polluting method of waste disposal that actually stops us from transitioning a circular economy. We would like the people of Manawatū to be able to discuss these issues, and question whether the risks are worth it.
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